
At the end of 2002, one month after Lula became President of Brazil, the
Brazilian media was talking about the Zero Hunger Program and discussed
proposals of social inclusion. Social issues had, at last, become the focal
point of public debate. Renown economists of the Left appeared on TV and
advocated an increase of the minimum wage, Senator Eduardo Suplicy�s
basic income proposal, the acceleration of the agrarian reform, a
redistribution of income favouring the poor, and the reduction of Brazil�s
inequality. Sociologists debated the likely outcomes of a more active
citizenship. And senior government officials were commonly seen to collect
food donations from their employees for distribution among the poor. Tons
of food piled up in public offices. And while nobody was expecting a
revolution of the popular classes, it was hoped that Lula would lay the
foundation for a republic capable of constructing a national agenda of social
integration, and that he would be courageous enough to put this agenda
ahead of short term economic interests. 

As little as two years later, social issues had almost completely vanished
from the national agenda, the spontaneous mass mobilisation that
surrounded Lula�s ascent to power had dissipated, and the Workers� Party�s
(PT � Partido dos Trabalhadores) reform program was flagging. Promising
to settle 430,000 families over the course of three years, Lula�s agrarian
reform program benefited a mere 14,000 families in 2003 and around
50,000 in 2004, an outcome easily surpassed by his predecessor Fernando
Henrique Cardoso. As a result, 200,000 families, camped along Brazil�s
highways or on unproductive fields and engaged in a permanent conflict
with local landowners, continued to wait for a piece of land. Attempts to
increase the national minimum wage were flagging and the Zero Hunger
program had been reduced to a little more than approximately US$25 per
month, distributed to half of the families below the poverty line.
Concurrently, provincial and municipal governments�including
governments led by the Workers� Party�ditched some of their own
programs to fight hunger. What caused this spectacular collapse of the
social agenda? 
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As will emerge in this paper, the social agenda was subjugated to macro-
economic and financial priorities. On March 28, 2005, Finance Minister
Antonio Palocci made this clear when he announced on national TV that the
Brazilian government no longer needed to renew its credit agreement with
the IMF (as it had done since 1998). Palocci�s statement foregrounded that
the Lula government�s fiscal and monetary policies were more conservative
than those of Fernando Henrique Cardoso�s administration honouring all
IMF commitments ahead of schedule. 

Key Budget Items as Percentage of GNP (except Balance of Trade)

Year Primary Interest Public GNP Balance Inflation Tax

surplus on debt debt of trade (INPC/IBGE) Burden

(USD billion)

1998 0.0 7.9 42 0.1 �6.6 2.5 29.7

1999 3.3 13.8 49 0.8 �1.3 8.4 31.7

2000 3.5 8.0 49 4.4 �0.7 5.3 32.5

2001 3.8 10.7 53 1.3 2.6 9.4 33.9

2002 4.1 8.5 56 1.9 13.1 14.7 35.5

2003 4.3 9.5 57 0.5 24.8 10.4 34.9

2004 4.6 7.3 52 5.2 33.7 6.1 35.0*

Source: IBGE/BCB/SRF

*Estimates by the Federal Revenue Department (Secretaria da Receita Federal)

As emerges from the above table, the government surpassed IMF
recommendations and increased the primary surplus to 4.6 per cent of the
GNP in 2004. This in conjunction with an aggressive exports policy and
lower world interest rates (and a more favourable exchange rate against the
U.S. dollar) enabled the government to reduce the public debt to 52 per cent
of GNP. Moreover, it diminished inflation and increased economic growth.
This led to a modest increase in employment. 

Lula�s economic success is based on an orthodox, market-oriented
philosophy. He continued Fernando Henrique Cardoso�s monetary policy
geared to attract speculative investment flows through high interest rates,
took on board his predecessor�s administrative reform program, and
introduced or supported neo-liberal legislative amendments that strengthen
the financial sector. This adherence of the Lula government to neo-liberal
economic orthodoxy has earned it the praise of the World Bank as well as of
the European Community. The implementation of this orthodox reform
program has been hampered by Congress and by resistance within the
ranks of the Workers� Party. 

To be sure, Lula�s economic �success� came at a price. It not only transferred
national resources to the wealthiest segment of society (during the last
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seven years, 67 per cent of the GNP has been transferred to the owners of
national bonds in the form of interest payments), it also undermined the
Workers� Party�s identity. Although Lula might be re-elected in 2006 and
his Party might increase its electoral gains in the upcoming state elections
(as it did in the 2004 municipal elections, when the Workers� Party
increased its share of municipalities from 187 to 411) the party has
irrevocably dissociated itself from the alternative national project envisaged
by the Workers� Party during the 1980s and 1990s. In particular, social
transformation and popular participation, programmatic cornerstones of
the old PT, have fallen by the wayside. To be sure, this departure from the
party�s original premises did not begin with Lula�s election. Lula�s election
simply sped up a process a decade in the making. Yet Lula�s rise to power
clearly demonstrated the extent to which the PT�s alternative national
project had been replaced by an orthodox formula of economic stability and
growth. Its innovative governance style had been displaced by a will �to
govern at any price�. This clearly undermined the very promising
participatory processes briefly outlined below that emerged during the
transition period to democracy during the 1970s and 1980s. 

Brazil�s Participatory Heritage: Sectoral Councils,
Participatory Budgeting, and Consortia

Before Lula came to power, the PT embraced three forms of popular
participation: (1) sectoral councils, (2) participatory budgeting; and, (3)
chambers and consortia. Sectorial councils are perhaps the most organic
and structured form of participation in Brazil.1 Their origin goes back to the
military dictatorship (1964�1985), an era during which political expression
was extremely restricted. Enshrined in the 1988 Constitution, sectorial
councils proliferated in areas such as health, education, housing, and urban
planning. They have the power to deliberate over budgets and monitor the
running of programs. In fact, the basic aim of sectorial councils is to
improve the quality of public services. By the end of the 1980s, these
councils were the key concern of most social movements primarily because
sectorial councils created an institutional space in which social movements
could directly influence public policies. Over time, these councils became the
domain of civil society actors. Today, the total number of sectorial councils
in Brazil is estimated to be around 30,000. Sectorial councils tend to attract
representatives elected by a wide spectrum of organisations, such as
community-based organisations (CBOs), unions and union peak bodies,
professional associations, universities, government representatives and
private sector administrators. 

Participatory Budgeting (PB) and, in particular, the experiment of Porto
Alegre has generated much media and academic attention. Porto Alegre�s
PB and its potential to radicalise municipal democracy became well known
after the city hosted the World Social Forum. Currently, around 200
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Brazilian municipalities implemented PB. Porto Alegre�s PB has given rise
to a wave of participatory budgeting that has swept municipalities
worldwide. From Canada to Indonesia, PB has become an important policy
focus for social movements. The participatory budget enables citizens to
jointly influence the investment decisions of a city. In fact, in Porto Alegre,
the process is weighted according to social justice criteria. Porto Alegre�s PB
redistributes municipal resources to the city�s poorer population. It helps to
construct a democracy in which the poor have a stake and a voice and
generates popular forums throughout the city that are open to common
citizens. These forums effectively mediate conflicts of interests and give rise
to proposals that address local problems. Through this, a new civic culture
is generated. However, not all PB initiatives follow the Porto Alegre model
and the participatory and redistributive qualities of experiences differ
greatly. 

The third form of popular participation, which emerged during the nineties
in Sao Paulo, combines trade unionism and local development councils.
Perhaps one of the most powerful consortiums in Brazil is the Great ABC
Chamber. It is essentially an amalgam of three large councils: the Great
ABC Inter-municipal Consortium founded in 1990 by seven industrial
municipalities (the so called ABC region) in the vicinity of Sªo Paulo; the
Great ABC Citizenship Forum founded in 1994 bringing together 108 civil
society organisations; and the Sectorial Automotive Chamber (founded
between 1991 and 1995), a lobby group that articulated the interests of car
manufacturers as well as unions and that had tabled various proposals to
save the industry. The Great ABC Chamber brings together representatives
of the state and municipal governments, civil society actors, as well as
workers� and business sector organisations. Unsurprisingly, the chamber
has become an important regional peak body and has a strong influence
over local governments. The strategic objective of the Great ABC Chamber
is to establish guidelines for the sustainable development of the greater
ABC region. Some political commentators regard the Chamber as a model
for a national social pact. 

While the sectoral councils and the PB tend to be focused on social issues,
Consortia tend to be concerned with regional economic growth. Their
existence implies a truce between unions and management. The consortia
seek to bring together traditional opponents to form a larger coalition in the
fight against recession. They represented a turning point in the strategy of
the CUT, the union peak body linked to the Workers� Party as they
enshrine the moment when direct class action was replaced by a neo-
corporatist approach. It is not by accident that such consortia emerged
exactly at a time when the federal government started to adopt neo-liberal
policies. For the CUT, the participation in this tripartite arena compensated
for its shrinking power and enabled it to negotiate wages and employment
conditions, while also embracing the goal of productivity growth. 
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During the second half of the 1990s, the Fenando Henrique Cardoso�s
government began to undermine these three forms of alternative
governance. It introduced a series of fiscal adjustment policies culminating
in the privatisation of regional state-owned banks, the Fiscal Responsibility
Law (4 May 2000), as well as other laws and decrees that re-directed
revenue flows to the federal government.2 Municipalities were forced to
shoulder the responsibility for around half of all capital investments. Yet, at
the same time, they were obliged to restrain their expenditures. This proved
fatal for popular participatory democracy. Although municipalities
administrated by the Workers� Party tried to mobilise citizens by means of
participatory measures, they did not have the funds to meet the increase in
popular demand for social services, basic infrastructure, as well as
employment and income generation programs. As the responsibility for
most social policies (health, housing, childcare, social welfare, education)
had been transferred to the state and municipal level, social tensions were
increasingly focused on the local level.3 In other words, Cardoso�s second
term is synonymous with the renaissance of the corporatist state. In many
ways, the Solidarity Community Council, inaugurated by Ruth Cardoso at
national level exemplifies this new state-corporatist model. Under Lula,
this tendency of state-corporatist centralisation persisted alongside initial
attempts to construct participatory channels. In many ways, Lula�s
Economic and Social Development Council (ESDC) seems to follow in the
ideological footsteps of the Solidary Community Council. 

Lula�s Swamp 

These shifts away from participatory policies within the PT were already
visible during Lula�s 2002 electoral campaign, a campaign that was
significantly different from the ones preceding it. Planned by the Instituto
Cidadania, a NGO created by Lula in 1990, the campaign for the first time
fully embraced electoral marketing techniques. Without allowing for major
internal debates in the Workers� Party, two documents that completely re-
defined the party platform were released before the elections: the (second)
�Letter to the Brazilian People� (June 2002) and �The Lost Agenda�
(September 2002). The first document emphasised the PT�s commitment to
financial stability and the control of inflation in order to create a climate
attractive to potential investors. The second publication, although stating
the need to recover a development goals, expressed the views of a group of
economists sympathetic to markets who would be in charge of economic
policies under the Lula Government. This second document presciently
declared that social policies would be subjugated to fiscal imperatives.
Moreover, the document talked about the need to create efficient social
policies that focus on the poor in general and on the coming generations in
particular. This radically breaks with the old assumptions of the Workers�
Party regarding the causes of and solutions for social inequality. More
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precisely, it breaks with the idea of universality of citizenship rights and no
longer regards social relations as the primary cause of inequality. With it,
inefficient social policies and the poor themselves became the main cause of
persisting poverty. This essentially put an ended to class struggle. In other
words, by the time Lula came to power, most of the ideological party
platform that underpinned the old Workers� Party had already been
discarded. 

It is important to point out that the participatory policies that surfaced
under the Lula government were never hegemonic, in a sense that they
form part of a generally accepted canon of policy strategies. Rather, they
were tolerated and represented a pragmatic token of pluralism in the face of
recalcitrant ministers and popular pressure groups. In fact, the ESDC
exemplifies more accurately the policy approach of the Lula government.
The ESDC is a top down attempt to recreate the Great ABC Chamber at a
national level. However, it is devoid of any real participatory features. Its
function is to advise the government on certain issues in order to make
government proposals more palatable to civil society.4 ESDC members are
neither elected nor do they have any deliberative power. As a result, the
government does not feel obliged to accept the council�s recommendations.
Social movement representatives have tried to push for more genuine
participatory processes within this forum but failed. According to the
government, popular participation is no longer needed because the �popular�
government in office already represents the interests of �the people�. On the
other hand, the administration has actively courted the business sector, to
strengthen its capacity to govern. Another demand of the council, to have
full online access to budget figures, has not been met to date. Clearly, the
ESDC�s main role is to legitimate the government�s decisions. In this sense,
the ESDC exemplifies the deterioration of participatory democratic
processes to mere simulacra. 

The fate of the sectorial councils was fairly similar. At the beginning of the
government, some groups inside the Workers� Party advocated the idea that
Lula�s was not a genuine Workers� Party government, but a coalition of
forces. According to these groups, it was necessary to dispute its direction
by reinforcing the �leftist� orientation of its ministers. Such initiatives did
lead to the construction of participatory channels. National conferences
were organised, bringing together thousands of elected delegates.
Kilometre-long proposals were collected and places in the national councils
were disputed as if they were tickets to paradise. It took almost two years to
organise the conferences, elect national sectorial council members, and
decide on the internal statute before work could commence. Yet, these
councils also became entangled in the state-corporatist web. Generally
speaking, they are more socially oriented because participants tend to
represent popular interests. However, it has been difficult to translate
proposals into radical, pro-poor projects. Because these councils are not
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deliberative, the government can easily choose to ignore their
recommendations. Moreover, a large proportion of national sectorial council
members work for NGOs. Many of these NGOs are active in national
forums (Urban Reform, Popular Participation, Budget, etc.) and are
engaged in advocacy or lobbying activities at Congress level. Because they
are no longer rooted in civil society, they do not have the power to mobiles
the population in order to exert pressure on the government to lend political
weight to their submissions. 

Among the three forms of popular participation described in this paper,
Participatory Budgeting (PB) is the only one capable of mobilising large
numbers through direct participation. For instance, in Rio Grande do Sul
under the Olívio Dutra Government, around 400,000 citizens used to
participate in annual assemblies. Perhaps most tragically, the PB option
has been rejected ab ovo by Lula.5 Instead of transferring power to the
people, Lula created government charities and loans for pensioners that are
directly discounted from their pension funds. Under the Lula government, it
appears, the capacity of civil society to participate in the policy making
process is directly linked to the sector�s capacity to exert political pressure.
The Pluri-Annual plan of 2003 is a case in point. Only after NGOs applied
significant political pressure, Lula agreed to hear civil society-based
proposals. However, at the end of a lengthy consultation process, the
government rejected most proposals without giving any explanations.
Nevertheless, the government claimed in a press release that the Pluri-
Annual Plan had been constructed in dialogue with civil society. Indeed,
after Lula�s first three years in office, it appears as if the PT�s social agenda
and participatory democratic ideals mainly serve to silence vocal popular
activists and social movements. The party�s core identity has been hollowed
out by ambitious technocrats who, in the face of powerful lobby groups,
have embraced conservative monetary and fiscal policies. 

During the sixties Roberto Schwarz claimed that the country was
�unrecognisably intelligent�. With this he referred to the base reforms, the
fight against large landholders, anti-imperialism, urban workers and
peasants movements, and engaged cultural activism.6 Today it is possible to
say that the country has become �unrecognisably stupid�. Social movements
have turned into social capital, active citizenship into capitalist inclusion,
income redistribution into social responsibility, social transformation into
solidarity governance, and radical democracy into governance. After
programs like �University for All�,7 �Zero Hunger� and �Redirecting the Sao
Francisco�,8 the grassroots have become synonymous with the popular and
all that is empty crystallises into power. 
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Notes
1 Perhaps the most emblematic example of these sectoral councils are the

health councils that monitor the National Health System (SUS � Sistema
Único de Saœde).

2 For instance, Gustavo Franco, president of the central bank during the first
Cardoso administration, came to classify the Sectorial Automotive Chamber
as a corporatist �tax laundry�, because of the tax reduction it had negotiated in
exchange for increased productivity.

3 The land reform was one of the few policies that was not de-centralised. As a
result, it became the most important focal point for a critique aimed at the
federal government.

4 As pointed out by Sophia Mappa: �Governance means the administrative
management of the social order. It implicitly aims at depoliticising social
choices. In other words, the power rests increasingly in the hands of financial
and techno-administrative elites whose agenda is shaped and decided
beforehand in the absence of society�. Sophia Mappa, Les metamorphoses du
politique au Nord et au Sud, Paris, Karthala, 2004.

5 �Lula abandona oríamento participativo�, Folha de Sªo Paulo, Sªo Paulo, 18
August 2002 (http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/folha/brasil/ult96u36154.shtml). 

6 Roberto Schwarz, �Cultura política, 1964�1969�, O pai de família e outros
estudos, Rio de Janeiro, Paz e Terra, 1978. 

7 University for All is a program that offers in bearing with some social justice
criteria (ethnic, economic and school background) grants or half-grants to
study at private universities. The grant scheme is financed by tax exemptions
that are granted to the participating universities. In sum, public money goes
to private universities, while public universities are facing bankruptcy. 

8 This is an environmentally risky scheme that proposes to redirect the water of
the Sªo Francisco river to irrigate a poor region in the northeast. 
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